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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10309.14

Host SM-Trish says:
The CO has a message from Cmdr Raal of the Romulan Empire to take the Sequoia and meet her on her ship.  The AT is finishing gathering the evidence of the destroyed outpost.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*aXO*: Commander, we seem to have visitors.  When you finish up, I'll be going to meet with a Commander Ra'al of the Romulan fleet.

OPS_Nash says:
::on the bridge at OPS::

CMO_Brabas says:
::Looking on intensive scans for Trilithium particles that could be leftover from a passing ship.::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Starting on the bridge and on the Helm.::

Host LoDuca says:
#::sitting up from his bed, knowing that the time is growing near.::

Host aXO_Nash says:
@:: Looking around on the surface of Outpost 821 finding much the same except the Klingon.:: *CO*: We're about to finish up sir.

CEO_Terumo says:
::on the Bridge, at the Engineering console, running simulations on the warp engines and thrusters::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
$COM: CO:  I need to know your timing Captain.  I cannot afford to uncloak to wait for you.

Host LoDuca says:
#::rises and heads for the bridge with purpose::

Host aXO_Nash says:
@EO: Any new findings, or shall we head back up?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Raal: Give me 10 minutes to get my Team back from the Outpost.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
$COM: CO:  Understood Captain, I will have the shuttle bay doors opening and waiting.

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: Hi there....how are you?

Host LoDuca says:
#::enters the bridge and returns to his chair:: Diana: What is our status?

OPS_Nash says:
::looks at the FCO::  FCO:  I'm doing all right, just a little tired but functional.

Host Diana says:
#LoDuca: On course and on time. The Cherokee is still maintaining their position.

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Makes sure the PADD he has is tucked safely away.::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
@:continues her scans while she compiles her information for her response to the aXO::

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: Tired? You shouldn't be....::Smiles::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
@aXO: No sir. my readings indicate the same as the other place.

Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Good. Prepare to alter course if needed. Are all teams standing by?

Host aXO_Nash says:
@*CO*: How much longer do you want us to poke down around down here, sir?

OPS_Nash says:
FCO:  Well, I have a suspicion on the cause of my fatigue, but I want to be sure.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
OPS/ FCO: I'll be meeting Commander Nash in the Transporter Room so I can see what he found.  I'll meet you both at the Sequoia.  *XO*: Come on back, looks like they weren't close enough.  I'll meet you in Transporter Room 1 to see what you found.

Host Diana says:
#LoDuca: Yes, everything is in place. I hope you rested well.

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  Aye, Captain.

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: What is that?

Host aXO_Nash says:
@*CO*: Aye sir.  See you soon, Captain.  EO: Get what you can and let's get back to the ship.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
TO: You have the Bridge.  ::Turns and heads for the TR.::

CEO_Terumo says:
::the simulations have finished and a report comes up on the console:: Self: Good! Everything is checking out fine, so far. ::taps in a new set of tests::

OPS_Nash says:
FCO:  I think I'll wait before telling anyone what my theory is.

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: Aye Captain, what time shall we meet at the Sequoia?

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: No, really. I'm interested.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: In just a few minutes.  Shouldn't take too long to review the information.

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: The Sequoia is docked in Cargo Bay 7 Sir, just to let you know.

Host aXO_Nash says:
@:: Moves over to the EO.:: AT: Ready when you are. *OPS*: Away Team ready for beam out.

Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: I did. I believe the time is getting closer. I expect something to happen very soon.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He listens for commands and continue his search::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
@:: agrees with the aXO::

Host Diana says:
# LoDuca: What do you mean? Are you psychic now?

Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Let's just say I have a strong feeling.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Arrives at Transporter Room, waiting for the AT to Arrive.::

Host Diana says:
#LoDuca: I guess I will have to take your word for it.

OPS_Nash says:
*aXO*:  Understood.  ::activates the transporter::

Host Cmdr-Raal  (Transporter.wav)

Host aXO_Nash says:
@ :: Feels the materialization begin and looks to see the Captain awaiting.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aXO: What is it you found?

OPS_Nash says:
FCO:   Let's just say my husband’s and my personal dreams may be coming true.

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: I got to go to cargo bay 7, please I want you to tell me your theory but I've got to go.

Host aXO_Nash says:
CO: Have a look at this sir. :: Pulls out the PADD and activates the last entry.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
%COM: Cherokee:  This is Admiral Alexander, I need to talk to the Captain immediately!

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::steps off the TR pad:: CO: Sir, may I return to engineering or do you want me to stay with you and the aXO?

OPS_Nash says:
FCO:  I've also been assigned to the away team, Commander.

Host LoDuca says:
#::sits, waiting patiently::

FCO_Stricker says:
OPS: Oh, then come with me and we can talk.

CMO_Brabas says:
::As computer takes date to analysis he turns around and stand near tactical console position::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Looks at the PADD with shock.::  aXO: This is worse than I thought.  So much for staying ahead of the opponent.  But this is far worse.  Prototypes, illegal weapons, targeting the Romulan Empire, that's bad enough.  But if they are trying to get a Romulan Prototype Warship here, they have more power than I expected.

OPS_Nash says:
::walks with the FCO after she assigns a relief to OPS::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Assigns an FCO and walks into the Turbolift:: TL: Cargo bay 7

Host aXO_Nash says:
CO: I concur sir. So what are our options now?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
aXO: Meet with the Romulan Commander and let them know the enemies plan.  After that I'm not sure.  You have the Bridge until I get back.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Check with Lieutenant Terumo, I'll be leaving the ship for a short meeting.  I hope.

Host aXO_Nash says:
CO: Aye Captain. Hopefully she will have some helpful answers.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir.  Watch your back sir.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
%COM: Cherokee:  This is Admiral Alexander, I need to talk to the Captain immediately!

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
COM:  Adm:  My apologies for not answering your hails.  I'll see if the Captain is available.

CEO_Terumo says:
Self: Thankfully this is going as planned.   ::moves to the Replicator and asks for an herbal tea::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods, then turns and heads out the door.::  aXO/ EO: As long as the cloak works, I'm not worried about that much.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
%::begins to pace up and down in her office::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Enters the Cargo Bay and enters the Sequoia.::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Sir I am back and on my way down to engineering.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks at rest of the crew and slightly goes back from Tactical console and down the corridor toward Observation lounge::

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Heads out for the Bridge as the CO and EO leave.::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::heads for the TL:: Computer: Engineering Express!

FCO_Stricker says:
::Exits the Turbolift with the OPS:: OPS: We better get to the cargo bay.

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Great! I'm finishing some simulations on the bridge. Did you find anything down there?

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
*CO*: Captain, this Lt. Dawn Tiernan.  Admiral Alexander is on the horn and really needs to talk to you immediately.

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Enters the TL.:: TL: Bridge.

OPS_Nash says:
FCO:  Lead on McDuff.  ::smiles::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Walks into the Cargo bay:: OPS: McDuff?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*aOPS*: Forward it to the Sequoia, Lieutenant.  I'll take it here.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He enters observation lounge and walks to the Replicator:: Computer: One flower juice!

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: No sir, it was just as the last attack.  It still seems a little strange that they would use the same thing twice.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Adm: Admiral, we think we've found the goal of the raiders, but what can I do for you?

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::exits the TL and sprints into engineering::

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Exits the TL and moves over to the Conn.::

OPS_Nash says:
FCO: Never mind.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  Changing to the secure channel Captain and transmitting as you indicated by your courier.  When you are finished there, you are to proceed to this location.  There is a conference you must attend. ::sends the coordinates::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Smiles at OPS and walks into the Sequoia:: CO: Hi Captain.

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Begins pulling up status reports from all stations.::

OPS_Nash says:
::enters the Sequoia, almost immediately regretting it::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Adm: If I put much stock in luck, I'd say this was a coincidence, but this conference may be the raiders ultimate target.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  Captain, we think whoever has been behind these attacks are called the Klingon Peace Federation.  This whole plan was to stage a Federation attack on the Romulans at the peace conference, thus bringing the Federation into war against the Romulans.  

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Well, that's true. If you want to come up with a possible explanation for that, I'm sure we'd all welcome it.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods.:: FCO: Launch the craft and engage the cloak.  Coordinates are being entered now.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO: What are you referring to Tio?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Adm: Hence the effort to direct the actions of the Cherokee.  They wanted an authentic ship to participate in the attack.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He exits the Observation lounge with his flower juice and walks back to the console to check how is going with his scans, as he walks sweet aroma from flower juice fill the area around him::

OPS_Nash says:
::sits down at communications::

FCO_Stricker says:
::Sits at the pilots seat:: CO: Aye Captain, I am receiving the coordinates

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Well sir it begins with the patterns in the wall in the captains quarters.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  And has our friend arrived Tio?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
COM: Adm: I'm heading to meet with the Commander now, and from there we'll head to the conference.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Listens to talk::

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Well, I'd like you to starting looking at that, when possible. Just be careful of where you search may lead you...

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  Very good Tio, make sure the Sequoia can help as well.  That is why you have your little toy onboard her.  Alexander out.

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*:By the way, the Sequoia is about to launch. Could you keep a sensor lock on it? We can't loose them. And monitor their systems, please.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Understood sir. I always am careful before I make a statement.

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: I am launching the craft sir, engaging thrusters.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Get us moving quickly, it seems like time is of the essence now.  Once we clear the bay, engage Maximum Warp.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Yes sir I already have a lock on her and her systems.

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: Aye sir, we are clear of the bay and I am setting the course at maximum warp. Shall I engage the cloak?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Engage the cloak, yes, but forget the Warp.  I expected a longer trip.

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: Ayer sir, I am changing warp to impulse and putting on the cloak, Cloak engaged.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::watches the sensor readings for the Sequoia in addition to her keen senses::  Self: I will not let anything happen to her or the AT.

CEO_Terumo says:
::sips his tea:: Self: Just have to run the stress test program for the Structural Integrity Field ::taps the console::

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Goes over to his station and runs scans knowing he won't find anything.:: Self: All these cloaks and a Klingon faction to boot.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%::Grabs another PADD and copies the files from the recovered one.::

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
aXO:  The Sequoia has launched with the Captain, Lt. Nash and Cmdr Stricker on board.

Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Anything yet?

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%COM: CO:  Captain, I assume you are approaching, I will open the shuttle bay doors.

Host aXO_Nash says:
aOPS: Understood Lt. All we can do is cross our fingers now. :: Silently wills the AT to be careful.::

Host Diana says:
#LoDuca: No change, they are still holding position. Don't worry, I will let you know the second that changes.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%COM: Raal: We are on our way, and have pressing news.

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
::nods in acknowledgement::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
ACTION:  The Romulan Warbird uncloaks for the Sequoia to enter, then cloaks again.

Host LoDuca says:
#::returns to waiting::

CEO_Terumo says:
::sees the Sequoia disappear into the Romulan ship:: Self: I hope they'll be all right.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: The Warbird just cloaked and decloaked sir.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO/ OPS: Keep the ship ready.  I hope we'll be returning to the Cherokee quickly.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: We have entered the ship, Sir.

OPS_Nash says:
%FCO:  I have to admit, I'm a little nervous.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: Set her down.  ::Rises.::  Let's hope we're early enough.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::In comparing the two readings, she finds a simple pattern of radiation and electromagnetic pulses.::

OPS_Nash says:
%::nods at the Captain::

FCO_Stricker says:
#CO: Sir, my mother is a Romulan. I know how they can be about tardiness.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He begins to scan for tetraonic particles::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: I'm not worried about offending our hosts.  There are events moving we need to keep abreast of.  ::Rises and exits the ship, looking for Raal or her representative.::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%:: waiting to see the Captain debark, then walks over to address him:: CO:  Captain, I understand from your last COM you have news for me?

OPS_Nash says:
%::follows the Captain::

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: I agree sir. ::Exits the craft right after the CO does and looks around the ship::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He gets up and walks toward TL::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: Yes, I do.  ::Hands her the copy of the PADD.::  It seems the raiders have a higher goal, or a lower one, than simple profiteering.  They want a war between our peoples.

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Sees the Warbird uncloak briefly and fixes position. Then sees it cloak again quickly.::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%::begins to read the information::  CO:  Captain, no one knows about this conference.  I am amazed.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  Have you spoken with the Admiral?

FCO_Stricker says:
%::Walks away from the CO and looks around the massive Shuttlebay. He is interested in it's design::

OPS_Nash says:
%::stands just behind the Captain::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
::continues her monitoring the Sequoia and her mind linked with the AT on the Romulan Warbird while she continues with her analysis between the readings she took in the CO's quarters and the Tricorder readings on the outpost::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: Someone does.  I spoke with the Admiral just before coming over, and we're heading to provide additional support at the Conference.  I would think the Romulan Empire would like to do the same.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  Yes, I will be with you as well.  You will not be alone Captain.  Shall we make our plans?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: As best as we are able to.  Only thing is, the raiders have seemingly manipulated events to get us into whatever position they desire.  We need a way to get ahead of them.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He enters TL and goes to deck 8 and straight to Sick bay::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  Well, hopefully they do not know about us Captain.  Shall I take the lead or follow behind.  Your decision.  I am to help in anyway I can.

FCO_Stricker says:
%::Walks back to where the CO is. He is still looking around the ship in amazement::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: We found this information on a dead Klingon on the Outpost.  He was the first raider body left behind.  I have to ask, why did they let us know what they have available unless it would help them?

Host LoDuca says:
#::he gets up and grabs a glass of milk. returning to his chair, he brings up the Cherokee's schematics again::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  Logic would say they want you to know Captain.  Hence the trap is set.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: The Cherokee can take the lead, but stay close.  Your presence may alter more than a simple numbers game.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  I agree Captain.  We shall follow you.  When you leave, there will be no communication between us.  You will have to trust that I will be there.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: There is no other way it could work.  Good luck Commander.

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%CO:  And you as well Captain.  May whatever God you believe in, protect you.

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Do you still have a lock on the Sequoia? How are they doing?

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%Raal: And you as well.  Not to mention protect our people if we fail.  ::Turns to return to the Sequoia.::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%::watches as the Captain takes his leave and enters his small ship:: Self:  I hope we all make it. ::then she turns and walks away.

OPS_Nash says:
%::follows the Captain back to the Sequoia::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Yes sir. I still have the lock on the Sequoia and my mind is in constant contact with the AT's emotions and feelings.

FCO_Stricker says:
%Cmrd-Raal: Nice speaking to you Commander. My mother is a Romulan. ::enters the Sequoia::

Host Cmdr-Raal says:
%::turns to see who spoke to her, then nods at him::

FCO_Stricker says:
%Sits in the pilot seat:: CO/OPS: Ready when you are

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%::Sits at the Tactical Station.::  FCO: When we land, put a crew to support you on the Sequoia.  In the upcoming battle, I want this hole card ready to play.

OPS_Nash says:
%::sits down at communications::  FCO/CO: I'm ready.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: Ready, let's get moving.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: Sir, will I be flying her during any combat situations?

CEO_Terumo says:
::puts his tea cup back in the Replicator and stares at the red warning lights:: *EO*: Thanks. Self: This waiting game is nerve wrecking...

FCO_Stricker says:
%::Engages the ships engines and takes off::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: While predictions are seldom exact, I'd say that's a good bet.  I'd like to have you on the ship, but I need our best pilot on board the Sequoia to make her as effective as possible.

Host Diana says:
#LoDuca: Sir, that Romulan ship was located again. Looks like the Cherokee has backup.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: If anything happens, consider me volunteering to pilot the Sequoia, Sir. ::Moves out of the Warbird::

Host LoDuca says:
#Diana: Don't worry about them. I am sure they will pose little threat. ::grinning::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: Sequoia:  This is Admiral Alexander.  I need to speak to the Captain.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: We'll need all the help we can get.  if this isn't a trap I'll be shocked.

Host Diana says:
#::just shakes her head, wondering what LoDuca has not told her::

OPS_Nash says:
%CO:  Captain, Admiral Alexander is on the horn and needs to speak with you.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%::Nods to OPS.::  OPS: Thank you.  COM: Adm: Go ahead, ma'am.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: Sir, you have my full experience and my full commitment to protect his crew. You always will have my utmost dedication

CMO_Brabas says:
::as he enters Sick Bay he leaves Med kit inside and walks out toward Pathways.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  Captain, I may have some news.  Have you heard the name LoDuca?  We have discovered he may be at the bottom of this.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%COM: I don't think I'm fami...wait, from Commander Worthington's record, right?  A kidnapper or something, wasn't it?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO: Yes Tio... he may also be the one who killed Trent.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%COM: According to the records I reviewed, he was presumed dead.  I take it those reports were exaggerated?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  It is possible Tio.  Just be on guard and VERY careful.  He may also be the one who kidnapped Rojer.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%COM: Understood, I'd be surprised to learn all of this wasn't related.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: We are approaching the Cherokee.

CEO_Terumo says:
::sees the Sequoia come back into view:: Self: Let's see what's coming up...

Host Adm-Alexander says:
$COM: CO:  I don't have to tell you to come back alive do I?  ::chuckles::  Alexander out.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%FCO: Bring her in, then assemble your team.  I'll give your Bridge relief the new coordinates.  Keep the ship ready to launch.

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
aXO:  The Sequoia is on her way back.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%COM: Adm: No ma'am, you don't.  Ayidee out.

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: Aye sir...::Sends a text message to the Cherokee's Junior FCO:: OPS: Can you call the Cherokee and ask permission for us to dock?

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
aXO:  I know its still cloaked but I know its returning.

Host aXO_Nash says:
aOPS: Accommodate her Lt. And Tell them welcome home.

CMO_Brabas says:
::he walks in Pathways and asks the bartender for 5 different drinks::

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
aXO:  Right away.

OPS_Nash says:
%::sends a text message to Lt. Tiernan requesting permission to dock::

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Sir when the Sequoia cloaked, I lost her on sensors but I am still in contact with them from my senses.

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
aXO:  Sir, they are requesting permission to dock.

Host aXO_Nash says:
aOPS: By all means Lt.

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
::sends a message back with full approval::

CEO_Terumo says:
*EO*: Thanks for the update. Let me know if anything happens, please.

OPS_Nash says:
%FCO/CO:  They are waiting for us.  Let's go home. 

CMO_Brabas says:
::He finds a small free space in Pathways and sits down and waits for drinks::

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO/OPS: I'm beginning docking procedures right now

Host CO_Ayidee says:
%OPS: Let's not keep them waiting.

aOPS_Lt_Tiernan says:
::opens the bay doors::

FCO_Stricker says:
%::Successfully docks into the Cherokee::

FCO_Stricker says:
%CO: We are landed sir......

Host LoDuca says:
#::finishes his reading and looks up:: ALL: Keep sharp everyone. It should be anytime now.

Host CO_Ayidee says:
::Rises and exits the Sequoia.::  FCO: Good work.  Let me know if you need anyone special for the Sequoia team.

EO_Ens_T`Lar_Bishara says:
*CEO*: Understood sir.  I will stay in constant telepathic and empathic contact with the AT.

OPS_Nash says:
::glad to be back::

Host aXO_Nash says:
:: Lets out a sigh of relief that the AT has safely made it back.::

Host CO_Ayidee says:
*aXO*: Engage a course for the following coordinates, maximum Warp.  ::Sends coordinates to Bridge Helm.::

FCO_Stricker says:
CO: I only have two people I want by my side. The OPS and the CMO.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

